
The Little Bean Beanie Pattern 

 

 

 

 

 

MATERIALS: 

- 5.25MM hook 

- 100g of DK yarn (size 4) 

- Tapestry needle 

- Button 

- Faux Fur Pom 

 

SPECIALTY STITCH: 

Bean stitch – Insert your hook, YO, 

draw up a loop. YO, draw through 

1st loop on hook. YO, insert hook 

into same space, YO, draw up a 

loop. YO, draw through 1st loop, 

YO, draw through all loops on 

hook. CH 1.  

 

PATTERN NOTES: 

This beanie is worked from the 

bottom up. You start at the base 

making a ribbed brim. Then, you 

attach the ribbing together to 

make a “tube”. Once your tube is 

made you fold the ribbing in half 

and close the ribbing with a 

simple SC row. ***be sure and 

watch the video for full 

instructions***  

From here, you will being working 

in a continuous round using the 

bean stitch.  

After completing the correct 

amount of rows, you will sew the 

top closed, attach your button and 

then your faux fur pompom! 

 

PATTERN SIZING: 

The beanie is designed to fit heads 

with an approximate 

circumference of 18”-20” round. 

If you would like to make any 

sizing adjustments, feel free to do 

so by simply maintaining a 

multiple of 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE PATTERN: 

(ribbed brim) 

CH 21 

R1 – in the 2nd CH from the hook 

place a SC. * SC in the next stitch.* 

Repeat from * to * all the way 

across. CH 1. Turn. 

R2 – (CH 1 counts as SC) *SC in the 

back loop of the next stitch.* 

Repeat from * to * all the way 

across. CH 1. Turn. 

R3 – 76: repeat R2 

 

(attaching the ribbing tube) 

 

Once you have completed all 76 

rows, you will bring both ends 

together and SC them together. 

Be sure you hold things evenly 

and move slowly so you have a 

nice, even seam. 

 

(creating the double brim and 

starting the base of the beanie 

body) 

 

Take the wrong sides of the tube 

and fold them in half. Line up the 

rows as best as possible and being 

placing a SC into each ribbing 

space. You should have a total of 

76 SC to close the brim. 

 

(making the beanie body) 

 

Now that we have a closed brim 

and a clean base row of SCs we 

are going to begin making the 

bean stitches ***look in the 

specialty stitch section for how to 

make this stitch***  

 

Rnd 1 – Make a bean stitch in the 

first SC. Skip the next stitch. 

*Bean stitch in the next space. 

Skip the next stitch.* Repeat 

around. 

Rnd 2 – 15: Place a bean stitch 

into each of the CH 1 spaces.  

***there is no joining at the end 

of each round for this beanie. You 

are working in a continuous 

round.*** 

 



(closing the top) 

 

Rnd 16 – Place a SC into each CH 1 

space. Next, take your tapestry 

needle and weave it in and out of 

each SC pulling the yarn tight so as 

to close the top.  

 

Tie off your yarn and leave a long 

enough tail to sew the top closed 

and attach the button. 

 

Once your button is attached 

***watch video tutorial for further 

visual instruction*** weave in 

your ends and you are done! 

 

ALL RIGHTS BELONG TO 

YARNHOOKNEEDLES: You have 

permission to sell finished items 

from this pattern. However, 

please give credit to the original 

design/designer.  

- Jerica@yarnhookneedles.co

m 

 

 

VIDEO LINK FOR PATTERN 

TUTORIAL: 

https://youtu.be/5IPN-enR4Ag 
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